INTRODUCTION
============

Very few types of macroscopic order in condensed matter are as sensitive to details as magnetism. The magnetic interaction is usually based on the *m*-*J* paradigm, where localized magnetic moments, *m*, are magnetically coupled through the exchange interaction, *J*. Only a few elements in the periodic table can provide localized moments in the solid state, namely, 3*d* transition metals, 4*f* rare earths, and some 4*d* ions. Lighter 2*p* elements are prone to form close shells, whereas Hund's coupling is not strong enough to sustain a high-spin configuration in heavier elements ([@R1]). The magnetic coupling then depends on how the wave functions of the magnetic ions overlap with each other, either directly, through other ions, or via delocalized electrons. This generates a multitude of mechanisms for magnetic coupling, operating at both sides of the metal/insulator transition boundary, and specific to the details of the chemical environment. In general, *J* is sensitive to the bond length, the bond angle, and the magnetic ion valence. It is thus not surprising that, among the \~100,000 unique inorganic compounds known to mankind ([@R2]), only about 2000 show magnetic order of any kind ([@R3]).

If one focuses on the magnets that are useful for consumer applications, then the choice becomes even more restricted, with no more than two dozens of compounds taking practically the entire global market. A useful magnet, regardless of the particular technology, should operate in the −50° to +120°C range, imposing the ordering temperature, *T*~C~, to be at least 300°C. Specific technologies set additional constraints. Permanent magnets should display large magnetization and hysteresis ([@R3]). Magnetic electrodes in high-performance tunnel junctions should grow epitaxially on a convenient insulator and have a band structure suitable for spin filtering ([@R4]). If the same tunnel junction is used as spin-transfer torque magnetic memory element, then the magnet should also have a low Gilbert damping coefficient and a high Fermi-level spin polarization ([@R4]). There are not many magnets matching all the criteria; hence, the design of a new magnet suitable for a target application is a complex and multifaceted task.

The search for a new magnet usually proceeds by trial and error, but the path may hide surprises. For instance, chemical intuition suggests that SrTcO~3~ should be a poor magnet, because all Sr*X*O~3~ perovskites, with *X* in the chemical neighborhood of *T*~C~, either are low-temperature magnetic (*X* = Ru, Cr, Mn, and Fe) or do not present any magnetic order (*X* = Mo). However, SrTcO~3~ is a G-type antiferromagnet ([@R5]) with a remarkably high Néel temperature of 750°C, originating from a subtle interplay between *p*-*d* hybridization and Jahn-Teller distortion ([@R6]). This shows that often a high-temperature magnet may represent a singularity in physical/chemical trends and that its search can defy intuition. For this reason, we take a completely different approach to the discovery process and demonstrate that a combination of advanced electronic structure theory and massive database creation and search, the high-throughput computational materials design approach ([@R7]), can provide a powerful tool for finding new magnetic materials.

Our computational strategy consists of three main steps. First, we construct an extensive database containing the computed electronic structures of potential novel magnetic materials, and we consider Heusler alloys (HAs) ([@R8]). This extends to existing AFLOW.org set of repositories ([@R9]). A rough stability analysis, based on evaluating the enthalpy of formation against reference single-phase compounds, provides a first screening of the database. However, this is not a precise measure of the thermodynamic stability of a material, because it does not consider decomposition into competing phases (single-element, binary, and ternary compounds). This analysis requires the computation of the enthalpy of formation of all possible decomposition members associated with the given Heusler compounds. This is our second step, and it is carried out only for intermetallic HAs, for which an extensive database is available ([@R9]). Finally, we analyze the magnetic order of the predicted stable magnetic intermetallic HAs and, via a regression trained on available magnetic data, estimate their *T*~C~. The theoretical screening is then validated by experimental synthesis of a few of the predicted compounds.

We comment on the choice of the HAs. First, HA is a family of ternary compounds populated with several high-performance magnets ([@R8]), because many of them incorporate magnetic ions. Second, it is a rather large class that spans a wide variety of chemical compositions, giving us a large number of prototypes and a high chance of finding new compounds. Third, constructing a large library will allow us, at another time, to search for interesting material properties other than magnetism. Finally, most of the known magnetic HAs are metallic and they are well described by semilocal density functional theory (DFT), so we expect our method to be accurate.

RESULTS
=======

The prototypical HA, *X*~2~*YZ* (Cu~2~MnAl-type), crystallizes in the *Fm*3¯*m* cubic space group, where the *X* atoms occupy the 8*c* Wyckoff position (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and the *Y* and *Z* atoms are at the 4*a* (0, 0, 0) and 4*b* (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) positions, respectively. The crystal can be described as four interpenetrating face-centered cubic lattices, where the *Y* and *Z* atoms form an octahedral-coordinated rock-salt structure, whereas the *X* atoms occupy the tetrahedral voids (see [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Two alternative structures also exist. In the inverse Heusler (*XY*)*XZ* (Hg~2~CuTi-type), the *X* and *Z* atoms form the rock-salt lattice, whereas the remaining *X* and *Y* atoms fill the tetrahedral sites ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}); therefore, one *X* atom presents sixfold octahedral coordination and the other presents fourfold tetrahedral coordination. The second structure, the half Heusler *XYZ* (MgCuSb-type), is obtained by removing one of the *X* atoms, thus leaving a vacancy at one of the tetrahedral sites ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The minimal unit cell describing all three types can be constructed as a tetrahedral *F*4¯3*m* cell, containing four (three for the case of the half Heusler) atoms ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This cell allows for a ferromagnetic spin configuration and for a limited number of antiferromagnetic configurations.

![Unit cells and phase stability of HAs.\
Possible HAs: (**A**) regular Heusler, (**B**) inverse Heusler, and (**C**) half Heusler. In (**D**), we show the unit cell used to construct the electronic structure database. (**E**) Ternary convex hull diagram for Al-Mn-Ni (note the presence of the stable HA, Ni~2~MnAl).](1602241-F1){#F1}

We construct the HA library by considering all possible three-element combinations made of atoms from the 3*d*, 4*d*, and 5*d* periods and some elements from groups III to VI. In particular, we use Ag, Al, As, Au, B, Ba, Be, Bi, Br, Ca, Cd, Cl, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ga, Ge, Hf, Hg, In, Ir, K, La, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Nb, Ni, Os, P, Pb, Pd, Pt, Re, Rh, Ru, Sb, Sc, Se, Si, Sn, Sr, Ta, Tc, Te, Ti, Tl, V, W, Y, Zn, and Zr. Note that we have deliberately excluded rare earths, responding to the global need to design new magnets with a reduced rare earth content. Furthermore, we have not imposed constraints on the total number of valence electrons ([@R10], [@R11]), because magnetism is found in a broad range of electron counts. For each combination of three elements (*X*, *Y*, and *Z*), all the possible regular, inverse, and half HAs are constructed, for a total of 236,115 prototypes. The electronic structure of all the prototypes is computed by DFT in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the exchange correlation functional as parameterized by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof ([@R12]). Our DFT platform is the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code ([@R13]), and each structure is fully relaxed. The typical convergence tolerance is 1 meV/atom, and this is usually achieved by sampling the Brillouin zone over a dense grid of 3000 to 4000 *k*-points per reciprocal atom. A much denser grid of 10,000 *k*-points is used for the static run to obtain accurate charge densities and density of states. The large volume of data is managed by the AFLOW code ([@R14]), which also generates the appropriate entries for the AFLOW database ([@R9]). Additional details about the computational method can be found in the study of Calderon *et al*. ([@R15]).

Let us begin our analysis by providing a broad overview of the database. A minimal criterion of stability for the 236,115 calculated compounds is that the enthalpy of formation of the *X*~2~*YZ* structure, *H*~*X*~2~*YZ*~, is lower than the sum of the enthalpies of formation of its elementary constituents, namely, Δ*H* = *H*~*X*~2~*YZ*~ − (2*H*~*X*~ + *H*~*Y*~ + *H*~*Z*~) \< 0. This criterion returns us 35,602 compounds, where 6778 present a magnetic moment. Note that this number can be slightly underestimated because our unit cell may be different and incompatible with the magnetic cell, a priori unknown. This may result in the unit cell calculation to converge to a diamagnetic solution. In any case, this number is certainly significantly larger than the actual number of stable magnetic HAs. This can only be established by computing the entire phase diagram of each ternary compound, that is, by assessing the stability of any given *X*~2~*YZ* structure against decomposition over all the possible alternative binary and ternary prototypes (for example, *X*~2~*YZ* can decompose into *XY* + *XZ*, *X*~2~*Y* + *Z*, and *XYZ* + *X*). This calculation is extremely intensive. An informative phase diagram for a binary alloy needs to be constructed over approximately 10,000 prototypes ([@R16]), which means that at least 30,000 calculations are needed for every ternary. As a consequence, mapping the stability of every calculated HA will require the calculation of approximately 15 million prototypes, which is quite a challenging task.

If the electronic structure and the enthalpy of formation of the relevant binaries are available, then one can construct the convex hull diagram for the associated ternary compounds ([@R17]). An example of this convex hull diagram for Al-Mn-Ni is shown in [Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The figure shows that there is a stable phase, namely, Ni~2~MnAl, with a formation energy of −404 meV/atom. In this case, there are also three other unstable ternary structures with Δ*H* \< 0, namely, Mn~2~NiAl, NiMnAl, and Al~2~MnNi. The enthalpy of formation of Mn~2~NiAl is Δ*H* = -209 meV/atom, and it is 121 meV/atom higher than tie plane, that of NiMnAl is −39 meV/atom (400 meV/atom above the tie plane), and that of Al~2~MnNi is -379 meV/atom (100 meV/atom above the tie plane). This shows that Δ*H* \< 0 alone is not a stringent criterion for stability and that a full analysis needs to be performed before a call on a given ternary is made. Notably, Ni~2~MnAl has been synthesized in a mixture of B2 and L2~1~ phases ([@R18]), and it is a well-established magnetic shape memory alloy.

Given the enormous computational effort of mapping the stability of the entire database, we limited further analysis to intermetallic HAs made only with elements of the 3*d*, 4*d*, and 5*d* periods. These form a subset of the original 236,115 prototypes comprising 36,540 compounds, for which the corresponding binaries and known ternary energies are available in the AFLOW database ([@R9]). Our convex hull analysis thus establishes that, of the 36,540 compounds, only 248 are thermodynamically stable (see full list in the Supplementary Materials), among which 22 have a magnetic ground state compatible with the used unit cells (see [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Their calculated properties are presented in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Note that, in the last column of the table, we include an estimate of the robustness of a particular compound against decomposition, Δ^30^. A material is deemed as decomposable ("Y" in the table) if its enthalpy of formation is negative but \<30 meV/atom lower than the most stable balanced decomposition. In contrast, a material is deemed robust ("N" in the table) when Δ*H* is \>30 meV/atom away from that of the closest balanced decomposition. When this criterion is applied, we found that 14 of the predicted HAs can potentially decompose, whereas the other 8 are robust.

###### Calculated properties of the 22 magnetic HAs found among all possible intermetallics.

The table lists the unit cell volume of the *F*4¯3*m* cell, the *c*/*a* ratio for tetragonal cells (*a*), the Mn-Mn distance for Mn-containing alloys (*d*~Mn-Mn~), the magnetic moment per formula unit (*m*), the spin polarization at the Fermi level (*P*~F~), the enthalpy of formation (Δ*H*), the entropic temperature (*T*~S~), and the magnetic ordering temperature (*T*~C~). Note that *T*~C~ is evaluated only for Co~2~*YZ* and *X*~2~Mn*Z* compounds for which a sufficiently large number of experimental data are available for other chemical compositions. In the case of Mn~2~*YZ* compounds, we report the magnetic moment of the ground state and, in brackets, that of the ferromagnetic solution. The last column provides a more stringent criterion of stability. Δ^30^ = Y if the given compound has an enthalpy within 30 meV/atom from that of its most favorable balanced decomposition (potentially decomposable), and Δ^30^ = N if this enthalpy is \>30 meV/atom lower (robust). f.u., formula unit.

  **Alloy**     ***V* (Å^3^)**   ***c*/*a***   ***a* (Å)**   ***d*~Mn-Mn~ (Å)**   ***m* (μ~B~/f.u.)**   ***P*~F~**    **Δ*H* (eV/atom)**   ***T*~S~ (K)**   ***T*~C~ (K)**   **Δ^30^**
  ------------- ---------------- ------------- ------------- -------------------- --------------------- ------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------------- -----------
  Mn~2~PtRh     58.56                          6.16          3.08                 0.00 (9.05)           0.00 (0.86)   −0.29                3247             ---              N
  Mn~2~PtCo     54.28                          6.00          3.00                 1.13 (9.04)           0.00 (0.86)   −0.17                1918             ---              Y
  Mn~2~PtPd     60.75                          6.24          3.12                 0.00 (8.86)           0.00 (0.38)   −0.29                3218             ---              N
  Mn~2~PtV      55.73                          6.06          3.03                 4.87 (4.87)           0.67          −0.30                3353             ---              Y
  Mn~2~CoCr     47.19                          5.73          2.87                 4.84 (4.84)           0.02          −0.05                529              ---              N
  Co~2~MnTi     49.68                          5.84                               4.92                  0.58          −0.28                3122             940              N
  Co~2~VZn      46.87                          5.73                               1.01                  0.93          −0.15                1653             228              Y
  Co~2~NbZn\*   51.87            1.0           5.9                                1.00                  0.95          −0.18                2034             212              Y
  Co~2~NbZn     51.52            1.15          5.63                               0.0                   0.0           −0.20                2034             0                Y
  Co~2~TaZn\*   51.80            1.0           5.92                               0.98                  0.63          −0.22                2502             125              N
  Co~2~TaZn     51.55            1.12          5.70                               0.0                   0.0           −0.23                2502             0                N
  Rh~2~MnTi     58.08                          6.15          4.35                 4.80                  0.51          −0.58                6500             417              Y
  Rh~2~MnZr     64.50                          6.37          4.50                 4.75                  0.34          −0.58                6518             338              Y
  Rh~2~MnHf     63.22                          6.32          4.47                 4.74                  0.34          −0.67                7474             364              Y
  Rh~2~MnSc     61.62                          6.27          4.43                 4.31                  0.77          −0.63                7031             429              N
  Rh~2~MnZn     54.95                          6.03          4.27                 3.37                  0.63          −0.31                3444             372              Y
  Pd~2~MnAu\*   64.21            1.0           6.36          4.49                 4.60                  0.06          −0.20                2203             853              Y
  Pd~2~MnAu     63.50            1.35          5.75          4.07                 4.28                  0.28          −0.33                2203             331              Y
  Pd~2~MnCu     57.63                          6.13          4.34                 4.53                  0.06          −0.22                2492             415              Y
  Pd~2~MnZn\*   58.88            1.0           6.17          4.37                 4.33                  0.38          −0.39                4399             894              Y
  Pd~2~MnZn     58.74            1.18          5.84          4.13                 4.22                  0.16          −0.47                4399             402              Y
  Pt~2~MnZn\*   59.23            1.0           6.19          4.37                 4.34                  0.34          −0.45                5035             694              Y
  Pt~2~MnZn     58.95            1.22          5.79          4.10                 4.13                  0.02          −0.65                5035             381              Y
  Ru~2~MnNb     59.64                          6.20          4.39                 4.07                  0.85          −0.19                2068             276              Y
  Ru~2~MnTa     59.72                          6.20          4.39                 4.06                  0.86          −0.26                2912             305              N
  Ru~2~MnV      54.38                          6.01          4.25                 4.00                  0.71          −0.16                1832             342              Y
  Rh~2~FeZn     54.60                          6.02                               4.24                  0.49          −0.28                3150             ---              N

\*Not stable against tetragonal distortion (Co~2~NbZn and Co~2~TaZn become diamagnetic after distortion).

We further checked whether these magnetic ground states are stable against tetragonal distortion, which may occur in HAs, particularly with the Mn~2~*YZ* composition. We found that the ground state of five prototypes, namely, Co~2~NbZn, Co~2~TaZn, Pd~2~MnAu, Pd~2~MnZn, and Pt~2~MnZn, is tetragonally distorted. Furthermore, for two of them (Co~2~NbZn and Co~2~TaZn), the tetragonal distortion suppresses the magnetic order, indicating that the competition between the Stoner and band Jahn-Teller instability ([@R19]) favors a distorted nonmagnetic ground state. The analysis so far tells us that the incidence of stable magnetic HAs among the possible intermetallics is about 0.057%. When this is extrapolated to the entire database, we can forecast a total of about 140 stable magnetic alloys, of which about 60 are already known. In the same manner, we can estimate approximately 1450 stable nonmagnetic HAs, although this is just a crude forecast, because regions of strong chemical stability may be present in the complete database and absent in the intermetallic subset.

In [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, together with structural details, the magnetic moment per formula unit, *m*, and the enthalpy of formation, we report a few additional quantities that help us in understanding the potential of a given alloy as a useful magnet. The spin polarization of the density of state at the Fermi level *n*^σ^~F~(σ = ↑, ↓) is calculated as ([@R20])$$\mathit{P}_{F} = \frac{\mathit{n}_{F}^{\uparrow} - \mathit{n}_{F}^{\downarrow}}{\mathit{n}_{F}^{\uparrow} + \mathit{n}_{F}^{\downarrow}}$$and expresses the ability of a metal to sustain spin-polarized currents ([@R21]). We find a broad distribution of *P*~F~'s with values ranging from 0.93 (Co~2~VZn) to 0.06 (Pd~2~MnCu). None of the HAs display half-metallicity, and in general, their spin polarization is similar to that of the elementary 3*d* magnets (Fe, Co, and Ni). We then calculate the entropic temperature, *T*~S~ ([@R7], [@R16], [@R22]). For simplicity, we give the definition for an *XY* binary alloy, although all our calculations are performed for its ternary equivalent$$\mathit{T}_{s} = \text{max}_{\mathit{i}}\left\lbrack \frac{\Delta\mathit{H}(\mathit{X}_{\mathit{x}_{\mathit{i}}}\mathit{Y}_{1 - \mathit{x}_{\mathit{i}}})}{\mathit{k}_{B}\lbrack\mathit{x}_{\mathit{i}}~\text{log}~\mathit{x}_{\mathit{i}} + (1 - \mathit{x}_{\mathit{i}})~\text{log}~(1 - \mathit{x}_{\mathit{i}})\rbrack} \right\rbrack$$where *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant and *i* counts all the stable compounds in the *XY* binary system. Effectively, *T*~S~ is a concentration-maximized formation enthalpy weighted by the inverse of its ideal entropic contribution (random alloy). It measures the ability of an ordered phase to resist deterioration into a temperature-driven, entropically promoted, disordered mixture. The sign of *T*~S~ is chosen such that a positive temperature is needed for competing against the compound stability (note that *T*~S~ \< 0 if Δ*H* \> 0), and one expects *T*~S~→0 for a compound spontaneously decomposing into a disordered mixture. If we analyze the *T*~S~ distribution for all the intermetallic HAs with Δ*H* \< 0 (8776 compounds), we find the behavior to closely follow that of a two-parameter Weibull distribution with a shape of 1.13 and a scale of 2585.63 (see histogram in the Supplementary Materials). The same distribution for the 248 stable intermetallic HAs is rather uniform in the range of 1000 to 10,000 K and presents a maximum at around 3500 K. A similar trend is observed for the 20 stable magnetic HAs, suggesting that several of them may be highly disordered.

Finally, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} includes an estimate of the magnetic ordering temperatures, *T*~C~. These were calculated on the basis of available experimental data. That is, we collected the experimental *T*~C~'s of approximately 40 known magnetic Heusler compounds (see the Supplementary Materials) and performed a linear regression correlating the experimental *T*~C~'s with a range of calculated electronic and structural properties, namely, equilibrium volume, magnetic moment per formula unit, spin decomposition, and number of valence electrons. The regression is possible only for those compounds for which the set of available experimental data is large enough, namely, for Co~2~*YZ* and *X*~2~Mn*Z* HAs. We trained the regression over the existing data and found that, for the two classes Co~2~*YZ* and *X*~2~Mn*Z*, the typical error in the *T*~C~ estimate is in the range of 50 K, which is taken as our uncertainty.

DISCUSSION
==========

We found three different classes of stable magnetic HAs: Co~2~*YZ*, *X*~2~Mn*Z*, and Mn~2~*YZ*. In addition, we predicted that Rh~2~FeZn is also stable. This is rather unique because there are no other HAs with Fe in octahedral coordination and no magnetic ions at the tetrahedral positions.

The first class is Co~2~*YZ*, a class already populated by about 25 known compounds all lying on the Slater-Pauling curve ([@R8]). Our analysis reveals four new stable alloys: three of them (Co~2~VZn, Co~2~NbZn, and Co~2~TaZn) have low valence electron counts of 25, and one (Co~2~MnTi) presents the large count of 29. The regression correctly places these four on the Slater-Pauling curve (see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and predicts the remarkably high *T*~C~ of 940 K for Co~2~MnTi. This is rather interesting because only about two dozen magnets are known to have a *T*~C~ in that range ([@R3]). Therefore, the discovery of Co~2~MnTi has to be considered as exceptional. The other three new compounds in this class are all predicted to have a *T*~C~ of around 200 K, but two of them become nonmagnetic upon tetragonal distortion, leaving only Co~2~VZn magnetic (*T*~C~, \~228 K).

![Slater-Pauling curve for magnetic HAs of the Co~2~*YZ* form.\
(**Left**) Magnetic moment per formula unit, *m*, plotted against the number of valence electron, *N*~V~. (**Right**) *T*~C~. Red symbols correspond to predicted HAs, whereas black symbols correspond to existing materials. For clarity, several compounds were named collectively: Co~2~AB 1, Co~2~FeGa, Co~2~FeAl, Co~2~MnSi, Co~2~MnGe, and Co~2~MnSn; Co~2~AB 2, Co~2~TaAl, Co~2~ZrAl, Co~2~HfGa, Co~2~HfAl, and Co~2~TaGa; Co~2~AB 3, Co~2~ZrAl, Co~2~HfAl, Co~2~HfGa, and Co~2~TaGa.](1602241-F2){#F2}

The second class is *X*~2~Mn*Z*, in which we find 13 new stable magnets, most of them including a 4*d* ion (Ru, Rh, and Pd) in the tetrahedral *X* position. In general, these compounds have a magnetic moment per formula unit ranging between 4 and 5 μ~B~, consistent with the nominal 2+ valence of Mn in octahedral coordination. The regression, run against 18 existing compounds of which 13 are with *X* = Ru, Rh, or Pd, establishes a correlation between the Mn-Mn nearest neighbor distance, *d*~Mn-Mn~, and *T*~C~, as shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

![Critical temperature and magnetic moment for *X*~2~Mn*Z* HAs.\
Magnetic data for *X*~2~Mn*Z* magnets: *T*~C~ (**left**) and magnetic moment per formula unit (**right**) as a function of the Mn-Mn distance, *d*~Mn-Mn~. Note that the *T*~C~ is limited to about 550 K and peaks at a volume of about 60 Å^3^. In contrast, the magnetic moment is approximately constant, with values in between 4 and 5 μ~B~. Closed circles (with associated chemical compositions) correspond to the predicted compounds, whereas the other symbols correspond to experimental data. Different colors correspond to different number of valence electrons, *N*~V~. Blue chemical formulas correspond to compounds displaying tetragonal distortion. The two red lines denote Castelliz-Kanomata curves, whereas the black line is meant to guide the eye.](1602241-F3){#F3}

We find that *T*~C~ is a nonmonotonic function of *d*~Mn-Mn~ with a single maximum at *d*~0~ \~4.4 Å, corresponding to a temperature of 550 K (the maximum coincides approximately with Cu~2~MnSn). The only apparent exception to this trend is the prototypical Cu~2~MnAl, which displays a large *T*~C~ and relatively small *d*~Mn-Mn~ ([@R23]). A strong sensitivity of the *T*~C~ of Mn-containing compounds to *d*~Mn-Mn~ was observed a long time ago and rationalized in an empirical *T*~C~--*d*~Mn-Mn~ curve by Castelliz ([@R24]). This predicts that *T*~C~ is not monotonically dependent on *d*~Mn-Mn~ and has a maximum at around *d*~Mn-Mn~ = 3.6 Å. This curve has been validated for a number of HAs, and it has been used to explain the positive pressure coefficient of *T*~C~, (1/*T*~C~)(*dT*~C~/*dP*), found, for instance, in Rh~2~MnSn ([@R25]). Refinements of the Castelliz curve predict that the rate of change of *T*~C~ with *d*~Mn-Mn~ in HAs is related to the valence count ([@R26]), although the position of the maximum is not. In general, the results in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, including several experimental data, seem to contradict this picture because a monotonically decreasing *T*~C~ is expected for any *d*~Mn-Mn~ \> 3.6 Å, that is, practically for any HAs of the form *X*~2~Mn*Z*. There are a few possible reasons for this disagreement. First, the Castelliz curve assumes that only Mn carries a magnetic moment, which is unlikely because many of the *X*~2~Mn*Z* compounds in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} have Rh or Pd in the *X* position, two highly spin-polarizable ions. Second, many HAs in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} present various levels of disorder, meaning that Mn-Mn pairs separated by less than the nominal *d*~Mn-Mn~ are likely to be present in actual samples. We thus propose that the trend in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (see dashed black lines) represents a new empirical curve, valid for *X*~2~Mn*Z* HAs and taking these effects into account.

The last class of predicted magnetic HAs is populated by Mn~2~*YZ* compounds. These have recently received significant attention because of their high *T*~C~ and the possibility of displaying tetragonal distortion and hence large magnetocrystalline anisotropy ([@R27]). Experimentally, when the 4*c* position is occupied by an element from groups III, IV, or V, one finds the regular Heusler structure if the atomic number of the *Y* ion is smaller than that of Mn, *Z*(*Y*) \< *Z*(Mn), and the inverse one for *Z*(*Y*) \> *Z*(Mn). To date, only Mn~2~VAl and Mn~2~VGa have been grown with a *Y* element lighter than Mn so that, except those two, all other Mn~2~*YZ* HAs crystallize with the inverse structure (see [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of the two regular HAs (Mn~2~VAl and Mn~2~VGa), the magnetic order is ferrimagnetic, with the two Mn ions at the tetrahedral sites being antiferromagnetically coupled to V ([@R28]--[@R30]). In contrast for the inverse Mn~2~-based HAs, the antiferromagnetic alignment is between the two Mn ions, and the magnetic ground state thus depends on whether there are other magnetic ions in the compound. In general, however, site disorder is not uncommon (see the Supplementary Materials), and so is tetragonal distortion, so that the picture becomes more complicated. There are also some complex cases, such as that of Mn~3~Ga, presenting a ground state with a noncollinear arrangement of both the spin and angular momentum ([@R31]).

![Enthalpy of formation difference between the regular and inverse Heusler structure, Δ*H*~RI~, for Mn~2~-containing compounds as a function of the cell volume.\
The solid red squares (with chemical formulas) are the predicted stable intermetallic materials, whereas the open red squares are existing compounds. For completeness, we also include data for Co~2~-based HAs (open symbols, existing compounds; solid symbols, predicted compounds). In brackets beside the chemical formulas, we report the value for the entropic temperature, *T*~S~, in kelvin.](1602241-F4){#F4}

If we now turn our attention to the predicted compounds, we find five stable compositions, of which three match the Δ^30^ robustness criterion. Most intriguingly, the regular *Fm*3¯*m* structure appears to be the ground state for all the compounds, regardless of their chemical composition. This sets Mn~2~-based intermetallic compounds aside from those with elements from the main groups. In [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we present the enthalpy of formation difference between the regular and the inverse structure, Δ*H*~RI~ = Δ*H*~R~ − Δ*H*~I~, for the computed and the experimentally known Mn~2~-based HAs, together with their *T*~S~ and reference data for Co~2~-based alloys. In general, we find that Δ*H*~RI~ for the Mn~2~*YZ* class is significantly smaller than that for the Co~2~*YZ* one. There are cases (for example, Mn~2~PtGa and Mn~2~PtIn) in which the two phases are almost degenerate, and different magnetic configurations can favor one over the other. Overall, one thus expects these compounds to be highly disordered. Finally, we take a look at the magnetic ground state. In all cases, the compounds present some degree of antiferromagnetic coupling, which results in either a zero-moment ground state when Mn is the only magnetic ion or a ferrimagnetic configuration when other magnetic ions are present.

The last step in our approach consisted of validating the theoretical predictions by experiments. We have attempted the synthesis of four HAs: Co~2~MnTi, Mn~2~PtPd, Mn~2~PtCo, and Mn~2~PtV. Co~2~MnTi is chosen because of its predicted high *T*~C~, whereas, among the Mn~2~-based alloys, we have selected two presenting ferrimagnetic ground states (Mn~2~PtCo and Mn~2~PtV) and one meeting the stringent Δ^30^ robustness criterion (Mn~2~PtPd). The alloys have been prepared by arc melting in high-purity Ar, where the ingots were remelted four times to ensure homogeneity. An excess of 3 weight % (wt %) Mn is added to compensate for Mn losses during arc melting (see the Supplementary Materials for details). Structural characterization was carried out by powder x-ray diffraction (XRD), whereas magnetic measurements were made using a superconducting magnetometer in a field of up to 5 T. Furthermore, the microstructure was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy of the polished bulk samples, whereas the compositions were determined by energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectroscopy.

Two of the four HAs have been successfully synthesized (Co~2~MnTi and Mn~2~PtPd), whereas the other two (Mn~2~PtCo and Mn~2~PtV) decomposed into binary compounds (see the Supplementary Materials for details). In [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, we present the structural and magnetic characterization of Co~2~MnTi. It crystallizes in a cubic structure related to the regular *Fm*3¯*m* Heusler structure, with no evidence of secondary phases and a lattice parameter of *a* = 5.89 Å, in close agreement with theory, *a* = 5.84 Å. The measured XRD pattern shows little intensity corresponding to the superstructure peaks, and we cannot exclude that the samples present a large degree of site disorder. This means that our crystallographic analysis is also compatible with a B2 (CsCl-type) or A2 (body-centered cubic) structure. The magnetization curve displays little temperature dependence and a saturation moment of 4.29 μ~B~/f.u. at 4 K, consistent with the calculated ferromagnetic ground state (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Notably, the *T*~C~ extrapolated from the zero-field cooled magnetization curve in a field of 1 T is found to be 938 K, essentially identical to that predicted by our regression, 940 K. Note that the regression calibrated to the experimental data, including disordered compounds, is largely controlled by the total number of valence electrons so that possible site-occupation disorder should affect little the prediction. This is a remarkable result, because it is the first time that a new high-temperature ferromagnet has been discovered by high-throughput means.

![Co~2~MnTi.\
(**A**) Magnetization curve at 4 and 300 K \[inset: zero-field cooled (ZFC) magnetization curve as a function of temperature in a magnetic field of 1 T\]. (**B**) XRD spectrum (inset: EDX chemical composition analysis). Co~2~MnTi crystallizes in a single *Fm*3¯*m* phase corresponding to a regular Heusler. The *T*~C~ extrapolated from the magnetization curve is around 900 K. arb. units, arbitrary units.](1602241-F5){#F5}

In addition, in the case of Mn~2~PtPd, a single phase is found without evidence of decomposition. The XRD pattern ([Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) corresponds to a tetragonally distorted regular Heusler with space group *I*4*/mmm* (TiAl~3~-type) and lattice parameters *a* = 4.03 Å and *c* = 7.24 Å. Our magnetic data show a magnetic transition at \~320 K, which shifts to a slightly higher temperature upon field cooling ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Magnetization curves at room temperature and 4 K show no hysteresis or spontaneous magnetization, indicating that the compound is antiferromagnetic at low temperature. From [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, it appears that the only difference between the calculated and experimental data for Mn~2~PtPd concerns the tetragonal distortion. However, the search for tetragonal distortion reported in the table was performed only for the ferromagnetic state. Further analysis of the antiferromagnetic ground state (see the Supplementary Materials) reveals that Mn~2~PtPd is antiferromagnetic and tetragonally distorted, with a *c*/*a* ratio of around 1.3, in good agreement with experiments.

![Mn~2~PtPd.\
(**A**) Field cooled and zero-field cooled magnetization curves as a function of temperature in a magnetic field of 0.1 T (inset: magnetization curve at 4 and 300 K). (**B**) XRD spectrum (inset: EDX chemical composition analysis). Mn~2~PtPd crystallizes in a single *I*4*/mmm* (TiAl~3~-type) phase corresponding to a regular tetragonal distorted Heusler. SEM images confirm that the bulk sample is mainly of Mn~2~PtPd composition (gray color) with a small amount of secondary Mn-O inclusions, which have a spherical shape of 400 to 900 nm in diameter and do not appear in the XRD spectrum.](1602241-F6){#F6}

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new systematic pathway to the discovery of novel magnetic materials. We have created an extensive library of Heusler compounds, including about 250,000 prototypes. For the subclass of intermetallic alloys, we have been able to establish the material stability against decomposition of 20 novel magnetic HAs belonging to the Co~2~*YZ*, Mn~2~*YZ*, and *X*~2~Mn*Z* classes. A simple machine learning method, correlating calculated microscopic electronic structure quantities with macroscopic measured properties, has been used to predict the magnetic *T*~C~ of these compounds. The method has been put to the test with the experimental synthesis of four compounds and validated by the growth of two. In particular, we have discovered a new high-temperature ferromagnet (Co~2~MnTi) and a tetragonally distorted antiferromagnet (Mn~2~PtPd). Our method offers a new high-throughput tool for the discovery of new magnets, which can now be applied to other structural families, opening new possibilities for designing materials for energy, data storage, and spintronic applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

The electronic structure of all the Heusler prototypes was computed by DFT in the GGA of the exchange correlation functional as parameterized by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof ([@R12]). Our DFT platform was the VASP code ([@R13]), and each structure was fully relaxed. The typical convergence tolerance was 1 meV/atom, and this was usually achieved by sampling the Brillouin zone over a dense grid of 3000 to 4000 *k*-points per reciprocal atom. A much denser grid of 10,000 *k*-points was used for the static run to obtain accurate charge densities and density of states. All calculations were performed by including spin polarization and were initialized from a ferromagnetic ground state. Additional antiferromagnetic initializations were considered in the case of the Mn~2~-based HAs. The large volume of data was managed by the AFLOW code ([@R14]), which also generated the appropriate entries for the AFLOW database ([@R9]).

The alloys were prepared by arc melting in high-purity Ar, with the ingots remelted four times to ensure homogeneity. An excess of 3 wt % Mn was added to compensate for Mn losses during arc melting (see the Supplementary Materials for details). Structural characterization was carried out by powder XRD, whereas magnetic measurements were made using a superconducting magnetometer in a field of up to 5 T. Furthermore, the microstructure was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy of the polished bulk samples, whereas the compositions were determined by EDX spectroscopy.
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======================
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fig. S1. Magnetization curves for Mn~2~PtCo.

fig. S2. Structural and chemical characterization of Mn~2~PtCo.

fig. S3. Magnetization curves for Mn~2~PtV.

fig. S4. Structural and chemical characterization of Mn~2~PtV.

fig. S5. Histogram of the entropic temperature, *T*~S~, for all the 8776 intermetallic HAs displaying negative enthalpy of formation (Δ*H* \< 0 and *T*~S~ \> 0).

fig. S6. Histogram of the entropic temperature, *T*~S~, for all the 248 intermetallic HAs estimated stable after the construction of the convex hull diagrams for the ternary phase.

fig. S7. Total energy as a function of the *c*/*a* ratio for Mn~2~PtPd calculated with GGA-DFT.
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